
SENAPTEC SENSORY STATION
Available from
The Senaptec Sensory Station is a state-of-the-art sensory evaluation and training station unlike anything else 
currently on the market.  The station evaluates ten areas of vision which are compared with the results of a growing 
database of athletes in different sports and different levels, including elite athletes.  This complete approach system
will recommend areas of sensory training needed for taking your patient’s game to the next level!

MEASURE AND IMPROVE SENSORY PERFORMANCE
Senaptec provides state-of-the-art technologies, products, and programs designed to assess, analyze, and improve vision and senso-
rimotor skills. Take your sports therapy program to the next level. Quickly determine these ten performance levels and then
individually design a sports performance training program for your patients based on their individual needs! A growing database of ath-
letes across different sports and demographics will allow you to compare results against not only those in your patient’s sport, but also 
against elite athletes in their same position!  This system is currently used by many elite organizations including the New York Yankees, 
Boca Jr. Club of Argentina, and Red Bull.
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ADD NEW REVENUE AND ELEVATE YOUR PRACTICE
The Sensory Station allows you to market your Sports Vision Practice to a broad range of athletes looking to improve their sports per-
formance and gain an edge over their competition! Current Sensory Station offices regularly charge $100 per assessment because of 
the tremendous value to their clients.   Additionally, ongoing revenue will come from the station’s training protocols, as well as other in 
office vision therapy which will help you grow your practice and establish your reputation in Sports Vision immediately!

SIMPLE INTERFACE ALLOWS A TECHNICIAN TO OPERATE
An expertly designed, user-friendly interface allows your staff to easily run the assessments, as well as training protocols. Have your
staff run an entire high school sports team without your direct involvement. Gain access and exposure to a whole new market while
providing value-added vision enhancement services.
 

ASSESS
The Senaptec Sensory Station employs revolutionary technologies to 
evaluate 10 of the most relevant visual and sensory performance skills
ANALYZE
The Senaptec Sensory Performance Report provides a direct comparison 
of an individual’s performance to sport, positional, and skill level peers 
around the world.
IMPROVE
Based on our assessment and analysis, Senaptec provides the tools to 
help an individual improve their visual and sensory performance.

A COMPLETE APPROACH TO VISION TRAINING



ASSESSMENTS INCLUDED:

Visual Clarity
How clearly a person sees distant details

Contrast Sensitivity
How accurately a person judges subtle 
differences in contrast 

Depth Perception
How accurately a person judges two-
eyed depth and distance information

Near Far Quickness
How quickly and accurately a person 
changes visual attention between near 
and far distances 

Target Capture
How rapidly a person visually shifts 
and recognizes a peripheral target 

Perception Span 
How quickly a person visually acquires 
critical information 

Multiple Object Tracking
How accurately a person can track multiple 
objects moving at varying speeds

Eye Hand Coordination
How quickly and accurately a person makes 
visually-guided hand responses to rapidly 
changing targets

Reaction Time
How quickly a person’s hands react in 
response to visual stimulus

Go / No Go
How quickly and accurately a person 
makes decision and reacts in pressure 
situations

Go / No Go 
Improve ability to quickly and accurately make decision in pressure situations

Eye Hand Coordination 
Improve speed and accuracy of visually-guided hand responses to rapidly 
changing targets

Split Attention
Improve ability to simultaneously maintain central visual attention on a verbal 
task while responding to peripheral eye-hand motor task

Dynamic Eye Hand Coordination
Train hand response to moving targets

Perception Span 
Train your ability to observe and retain visual information

TRAINING INCLUDED:

Contact us today at:
Phone: (800) 348-2225
Email: info@bernell.com
Website: www.bernell.com

AVAILABLE TO OPTOMETRY FROM:

**Interested in financing? Ask about our Pay As It Earns™ lease-to-own offer**

PERFORMANCE REPORT:
How do you compare to the competition?

Results from 10 assessments are plotted providing a 
percentile rank for the peer population.  Strengths and 

improvement areas are identified and analyzed to provide 
to you with a plan for improving your patient in these areas  

Ask about the New Senaptec Sensory Station - Tablet Version
Offers most of the same capabilities the Sensory Station does, but in a portable and convenient format!


